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The University of Messina was founded in 1548 and has an ancient tradition going back more than 500 years. Today, it is a particularly young university that is constantly projecting itself into the future.

Internationalization programs are at the centre of the UniMe Development Policy.

Today, the University welcomes students from 27 countries as well as numerous visiting professors and researchers.

This is a natural vocation for UniMe because of its location at the centre of the Mediterranean, facing the Strait of Messina, has always been a place of meeting and interaction between diverse cultures.
The **UniMe Welcome Point** provides new students with a service designed to inform and support in the registration procedures, general information on enrolment procedures and on all the student services and facilities offered by UniME.

Via dei Verdi, 98122 – Messina

Monday to Thursday
9.00 - 12:30 / 14:30 - 16:00

Friday
9:00 - 12:30

+39-090.6768300 (Monday to Friday
9:00 - 13:00).

welcomepoint@unime.it
UniMe Student Ambassador Program - 'SAP' is an official division dedicated to the international student community at the University of Messina.

SAP Ambassadors and Members provides assistance to current and newly enrolled students by providing information and guidance in a peer to peer modality.

SAP through its sectors SAP Live and SAP Community aid in the reception, integration and orientation of incoming students both virtually and physically.
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unime.ambassador
Messina, a city of 240,000 inhabitants at the centre of the Mediterranean, facing the Strait of Messina, has always been a place of meeting and interaction between diverse cultures. Here hospitality is an important cultural value.

The union of these elements makes studying at the University of Messina a unique experience.

Facilities, services and an ample educational offering allow students to follow paths of excellence in a context where cultural enrichment and entertainment are assured.
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UniMe SAP organises and hosts a series of orientation events for newly enrolling international students during the Welcome Week.

During SWE '22 you will meet new students, learn what it is like to study at UniMe, and be fully welcomed to your department, the school, and Messina.

For information and updates, watch the space on the blog below.
The IM course focuses on the main international issues characterising the today’s management activities in business world. Indeed, the course mainly focuses on studies in the areas of management and business economics integrated with quantitative and juridical knowledge, in order to give students the required interdisciplinary knowledge and ability to understand and govern the policies and strategies that a company faces in an international environment.
LOCATION:
The Course of International Management is located at the Department of Economics at the Central Campus

From Messina Station to Central Campus

- Bus Shuttle 100
- Piazza Republica Stop → Central Campus
- Walk 10 mins
CONTACTS

STUDENT AMBASSADOR PROGRAM

Instagram: unime.ambassador  SAP UniBuddy Chat

Email: studentambassadorprogram@unime.it

WELCOME POINT

Email: welcomepoint@unime.it

EMERGENCY NUMBERS (toll-free):

- 112 Emergency Number
- 115 Fire Brigade
- 116 Car Rescue Service
- 118 Emergency Medical Care
UniMe Student Ambassador Program

✉️ studentambassadorprogram@unime.it
📸 unime.ambassador

https://international.unime.it/2021/12/09/student-ambassador-program/

Università degli Studi di Messina, September, 2022